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DOWNTOWN REVIEW BOARD MEETING PROCEDURES
The Downtown Review Board will hold their regular meeting on Wednesday, July 2, 2014 at
8:30 a.m in the Council Chambers of City Hall located at 107 North Nevada Avenue, Colorado
Springs, Colorado 80903.
The Consent Calendar will be acted upon as a whole unless a specific item is called up for
discussion by a Board Member, a City staff member, or a citizen wishing to address the
Downtown Review Board.
When an item is presented to the Downtown Review Board the following order shall be used:
 City staff presents the item with a recommendation;
 The applicant or the representative of the applicant makes a presentation;
 Supporters of the request are heard;
 Opponents of the item will be heard;
 The applicant has the right of rebuttal;
 Questions from the Board may be directed at any time to the applicant, staff or public to
clarify evidence presented in the hearing.

APPEAL INSTRUCTIONS
If you do not agree with a decision of the Downtown Review Board and wish to appeal that
decision you must do so by filing an appeal with the City Clerk’s Office (located at 30 S. Nevada
Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 80903) no later than ten (10) days after the hearing date.
Accordingly any appeal relating to this Downtown Review Board meeting must submitted to the
City Clerk by 5pm on:
Monday, July 14, 2014
The appeal letter, along with the required $176 fee, should address specific code and/or
regulating plan requirements that were not adequately addressed by the Downtown Review
Board. City Council may elect to limit discussion at the appeal hearing to the matters set forth in
your appeal letter. Unless a request for postponement is made, City Council will hear the
appeal at its next regular meeting occurring at least nineteen (19) days after the Downtown
Review Board meeting (Zoning Code Chapter 7.5.906).
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DOWNTOWN REVIEW BOARD MEETING AGENDA

1. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES - for the April 30, 2014 Downtown Review Board
meeting
2. COMMUNICATIONS
3. CONSENT CALENDAR - (No items)
4. NEW BUSINESS CALENDAR –
Item No. 4
File No.: DRB NV 14-00051 (Quasi-Judicial)
Request by Altitude Custom Signs on behalf of ANB Bank for approval of an
Electronic Message Center (EMC) for an office use on a Form-Based Zone
property. City Code currently restricts EMCs to commercial uses and prohibits
their use for office properties. The property is addressed as 15 W. Cimarron St.
and 504 S. Cascade Ave., is roughly 1.1 acres in size, is zoned FBZ-CEN (FormBased Zone – Central Sector), and is located on the southwest corner of S.
Cascade Ave. and W. Cimarron St.
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NEW BUSINESS CALENDAR
DOWNTOWN REVIEW BOARD AGENDA
ITEM NO: 4
STAFF: RYAN TEFERTILLER
FILE NO:
DRB NV 14-00051 – QUASI-JUDICIAL
PROJECT:

ANB BANK SIGN WARRANT

APPLICANT:

ALTITUDE CUSTOM SIGNS

OWNER:

ANB BANK

Site

S. Cascade Avenue

W. Cimarron Street
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PROJECT SUMMARY:
1. Project Description: This proposal is to allow the construction of an 11-foot tall, freestanding sign with an electronic message center (EMC) for the recently approved bank
building which is currently under construction on the southwest corner of W. Cimarron
St. and S. Cascade Ave. The roughly 1.1 acre site is zoned FBZ-CEN (Form-Based
Zone – Central Sector) and must comply with the Downtown Colorado Springs FormBased Code. The Form-Based Code utilizes the same sign standards and allocations
as the rest of the City, and as such many sign standards are correlated to the use of the
property. While EMCs are permitted for commercial uses they are prohibited for office
uses, including banks. As such, the proposed free-standing sign requires a sign warrant
reviewed and approved by the Downtown Review Board prior to construction.
2. Applicant’s Project Statement: (FIGURE 1)
3. Planning & Development Department’s Recommendation: Deny the application.
BACKGROUND:
1. Site Addresses: 15 & 17 W. Cimarron St. and 514 S. Cascade Ave.
2. Existing Zoning/Land Use: FBZ-CEN (Form-Based Zone – Central Sector) / The site is
occupied by a vacant one-story office building and accessory surface parking. (FIGURE
2)
3. Surrounding Zoning/Land Use:
North: FBZ-CEN (Form-Based Zone – Central Sector) / Office and Commercial uses
South: FBZ-CEN (Form-Based Zone – Central Sector) / Office and Commercial uses
East: FBZ-CEN (Form-Based Zone – Central Sector) / Office and Commercial uses
West: FBZ-CEN (Form-Based Zone – Central Sector) / Office and Commercial uses
4. Comprehensive Plan/Designated 2020 Land Use: Regional Center
5. Annexation: Town of Colorado Springs, 1872
6. Master Plan/Designated Master Plan Land Use: Imagine Downtown Master Plan (2009) /
Activity Center
7. Subdivisions: Addition No. 1 City of Colorado Springs (1873)
8. Zoning Enforcement Action: None
9. Physical Characteristics: The site is level and is currently being redeveloped for a threestory bank building.
STAKEHOLDER PROCESS AND INVOLVEMENT:
Forty-nine surrounding property owners were notified of the proposal shortly after the
application was submitted. That notification provided information regarding the proposed
project and instructions of how to submit comments. Staff received only one formal comment
which was submitted by the Downtown Partnership (FIGURE 3). All applicable City agencies
and departments were asked to review and comment, and all concerns are incorporated into the
required modifications listed at the conclusion of this report. Prior to the Downtown Review
Board hearing, the site will be posted and postcards mailed once again.
ANALYSIS OF REVIEW CRITERIA AND MAJOR ISSUES
The site of the proposed ANB Bank sign is located on the south side of W. Cimarron St. just
west of S. Cascade Ave. The Downtown Review Board approved a Form-Based Development
Plan and two Warrants (one for building envelopes and one for glazing) in October of 2013; the
property is currently under construction for the approved three-story office structure prominently
placed on the corner of the lot (FIGURE 4). The approved plan illustrated a free-standing sign
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along the W. Cimarron St. frontage with a label reading “Monument sign; height to be
determined by separate permit” and a note reading “Signage is not approved with the plan. A
separate sign permit is required.” The issue of signage was even briefly discussed during the
October public hearing for the redevelopment of the site; one of the conditions of approval
included in the staff report read, “Clarify the height and dimensions of the proposed freestanding sign along W. Cimarron St.; while signage is not approved via this plan, it may be
necessary to lower or reduce the size of the proposed sign.” Because the applicant was still
uncertain of the proposed sign details, yet all other plan issues were resolved, Staff supported
approval of the plan with the addition of the two notes listed above.
In April of 2014 Kurt Schmitt, the City’s Sign Specialist, and Ryan Tefertiller, Planning Manager,
met with the property owner and their sign consultant to discuss their proposal for the freestanding sign. It was at that meeting that the desire for an EMC was discussed. The bulk of the
meeting was spent discussing the Code and process implications for an office use to utilize
EMC technology within the Downtown Form-Based Zone. Additionally, the likely design, size
and placement of the sign were also discussed. While City staff didn’t commit to either support
or oppose the EMC numerous concerns, specifically the sign’s height and the use of autooriented EMC technology, were conveyed.
Roughly a month after Staff’s meeting with the applicants, the submittal was formalized
illustrating an 11 foot high, freestanding sign with a roughly 30 square foot EMC panel, a
similarly sized static panel for the ANB Bank logo, and a brick base extending roughly two and a
half feet above finished grade (FIGURE 5). During the internal review period for the proposed
EMC sign, the applicant made a second submittal to Kurt Schmitt for the same site and sign
location. This second submittal, however, did not include an EMC relying instead on static
signage. The second submittal included two other key differences: 1) three static panels are
proposed for future tenants within the building; and 2) the static sign is larger – measuring 15
feet tall (FIGURE 6). Though significantly taller, the static sign complies with the sign code
which allocates free standing signage and height based on the length of the property’s frontage
- the subject property has 250 linear feet of frontage. Specifically, the code allocates properties
with more than 160 feet of linear frontage but less than 1,000 linear feet of frontage 0.25 square
feet of signage per linear foot of frontage and 0.06 feet of sign height per linear feet of frontage.
Although the static sign complies with City Code, staff issued a letter withholding approval until
resolution on the proposed EMC sign is obtained (FIGURE 7).
Any project that requires relief from a standard must gain approval of a warrant by the
Downtown Review Board. Warrants are reviewed using the five criteria found in Section 5.4 of
the Form-Based Code. The criteria are:
1. Is the requested warrant consistent with the intent of the form-based code?
2. Is the requested warrant, as well as the project as a whole, consistent with Section 4 –
Design Guidelines of the form-based code?
3. Is the requested warrant reasonable due to the proposed project’s exceptional civic or
environmental design?
4. Is the requested warrant consistent with the Imagine Downtown Master Plan?
5. Is the requested warrant consistent with the City’s Comprehensive Plan?
It is Staff’s finding that the proposed EMC sign is not consistent with the required warrant
criteria. Specifically, the sign is not consistent with the intent of the form-based code which
includes to “promote new development which respects the historic building fabric, as well as
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natural environment and enhances the pedestrian experience” and “to create safe, attractive
street-life and pedestrian comfort.”
Perhaps the most specific and applicable criterion, conformance with Section 4 – Design
Guidelines, is also not met. The Form-Based Code includes a substantial section of design
guidelines specific to signage. EMCs are included as “special signs” which “should be limited to
the display of time, date, temperature, and/or stock market information in most cases.”
Additionally, monument signs (i.e. free-standing signs) are described as having a maximum size
of 20 square feet per sign face and should be limited to six feet in height. Both guidelines are
drastically exceeded by the proposed sign.
While the Downtown Review Board found that the proposed bank building had exceptional civic
or environmental design when granting warrants for building envelope and glazing relief, the
proposed sign does not have any exceptional qualities.
While neither the Imagine Downtown Master Plan nor the City’s Comprehensive Plan contain
much specific guidance on sign related issues, they both stress the need for creating pedestrian
a pedestrian friendly environment. The Imagine Downtown Plan does include a section titled
“The Street Corridors” which designates many of the downtown roadways as one of seven
street types; W. Cimarron St. is designated as a “Transportation Street” adjacent to the site (it is
identified as a “Gateway Street” roughly a block and a half further west). These streets
“primarily provide for the movement of traffic to and through the downtown, or provide direct
connection to the Interstate. Efficient traffic flow, capacity and signal timing is of primary
importance. However, the importance of pedestrian, transit and bicycle mobility is also critical.”
The plan also includes a table (FIGURE 8) that correlates numerous streetscape, parking,
building form, and signage elements to the seven street types. The plan does not label
“pedestrian oriented private signage” nor “auto oriented private signage” as being required,
encouraged, or prohibited along transportation streets.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
ITEM NO: 4
DRB NV 14-00051 – ANB BANK SIGN WARRANT
Deny the proposed sign warrant for a free-standing electronic message center (EMC) for an
office use based on the findings that the request is not consistent with the warrant criteria found
in section 5.4 of the Form-Based Code.
Should the Downtown Review Board choose to approve the proposed sign, Staff recommends
the following technical modifications:
Technical Modifications to the Sign Warrant Plan:
1. Add the file number to all plan sheets.
2. Modify sheet 1.1 to correctly illustrate the sign’s location as being south of the site’s
northern property line.
3. Add a note to the plans clearly stating that all EMC standards described in Section
7.4.409 of City Code will be adhered to (FIGURE 9).
4. Modify the plan to illustrate the combined height of the proposed sign and sign structure
as being six feet or less.
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Background Information:
ANB Bank proposes to install a monument sign with an EMC on their property at their new branch at 15
W. Cimarron Street.
This address falls within the boundaries of the Colorado Springs Downtown Form -Based Code.
This code is designed to guide the development of a lively, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly downtown .
The Form-Based Code is made of guidelines, while provisions are regulated by the City's Zoning Code.
15 W. Cimarron Street is located in the Central Sector of Downtown. This sector has the highest building
densities, both horizontally and vertically.
In Section 4, Design Guidelines, signage is discussed.
-"Well designed signage should promote business, attract foot and vehicular traffic, and enhance the
business' image."
Section 4.4.2.3 Special Signs: "Electronic signs are included under special signs and should be limited to
the display oftime, date, temperature and/or stock market information in most cases. Careful
consideration should be given to the proposed location, size, movement, frequency and animation
features."
Section 4/4/3 Monument Signs: "Monument signs should be set onto a base, presenting a solid,
attractive, and well-proportioned appearance that compliments the building design and materials."
Suggested sign size is 20 square feet per sign face and 6' height.
Section 6 Definitions:
Commercial use: Use types including the sale, rental, service and distribution of goods; and the
provision of services other than those classified under other use types.
Office use: Uses providing for administration, professional services, and accessory activities excluding
manufacturing and research facilities.

Warrant Justification:
The ANB Bank building located at 15 W. Cimarron is exactly that- a bank building. Although we have
excess space to lease, the bank uses more than half of the building's area (on a square foot basis) to
conduct bank business. The bank's primary business is the sale of our retail and commercial loans and
other financial products. The products we sell and the marketing mediums we use to communicate and
promote our products to customers are no different than any other retail operation .
According to the present Colorado Springs Zoning Code, the commercial use of our building allows for an
EMC sign of approved type, size, height and proportion to be placed on the property. The sign design

FIGURE 1
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OOWNTO",lN
COLORADO SPRINGS
PARTNERSHIP

June 16, 2014
Ryan Tefertiller, Senior Planner
City of Colorado Springs
Land Use Review Division
30 S. Nevada Ave.
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Dear Mr. Tefertiller,
The purpose of this letter is to express an opinion by Downtown Partnership regarding Altitude
Custom Signs request on behalf of ANB Bank for the property located at 504 S. Cascade Ave. The
request is for a signage warrant, to permit use of an Electronic Message Center and 11ft high
monument sign.
The Downtown Partnership development committee has met and reviewed the proposed project,
and has expressed concern over several key factors. The committee is not supportive of the
approval of a warrant for the following concerns.
The height of the sign is not adhering with an urban focused design, and is not pedestrian
oriented. Additionally, the committee expressed concerns over the lack of future tenant signage.
Since building signage is currently maximized and the proposed sign does not maintain area for
nd
rd
future tenants to display permanent signage, leasing the 2 and 3 floor of the building will prove
difficult. The use of an EMC for commercial purposes is also of concern. While the committee
recognizes that EMC signage is becoming more common, the proposed use of the applicant's EMC
sign is not conforming to an urban, pedestrian oriented landscape.
We recommend that EMC sign age is addressed in a future form based signage code, and would
request that the Downtown Partnership development committee be involved in creating and
reviewing this code, as a revision to the current form based code for downtown.
Sincerely,
Sarah Harris
Development Manager

Downtown Partnership of Colorado Springs
111 S. Tejon St., Suite 404 • Colorado Springs, CO 80903 • (719) 886-0088 • Fax: (719) 886-0089
www.DowntownCS.com

FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4

LOGO: Routed clear acrylic prismatic logo wI paint finish
LOGO MOUNTING: Weld studs to alum. face (2nd surface) around mounting flange
perimeter & secure to face wI nuts & silicone.

FRAME CAP: Custom fab. alum. frame wI paint finish.

BASE: Custom fab. 1 Yi" alum. angle frame cover wi backer board & faux brick
veneer to match masonry on site (vfy.).

®overlay push thru faces wi white
film #3630-20

@paint MAP. Black (gloss)

COLORS & FINISHES:

®

Paint translucent to match Copper
Metallic film

@paintMAP. to match Copper
Metallic film (satin)

MOUNTING PIPE: Std. steel pipe (dia. T.B.D.) to pass thru base & cab. Pipe to be
set in concrete caisson (caisson dimensions T.B.D.).

wi 5"-37" text heights.
EMC RETURNS: Perforated alum. wI MAP. black paint finish
MOUNTING METHOD: EMCs mount to pipe wI custom fab. steel angle frame.

8 MESSAGE CENTER: capable
DIF full color EMC (20mm pitch, 48x112 matrix). EMC
of (6) lines of copy & (22) characters per line max.

e
e

PRIMARY ELECTRICAL: Voltage & total sign amps T.B.D.
POWER OUT: %" PVC electrical sweep out bottom of cab. wI elbow 1'-6" below
grade point toward electrical supply (by others). Leave 8'-0" pigtail
wire inside cab. for sign hook up.
POWER LOCATION: Power to be provided at site by others (location T.B.D.)

OREVEALS: Custom fabricated 2" tall alum. frames (vfy.) wi paint finish

TOP FRAME ILLUM.: White LED grid mount to clear polycarb. internal light baffle
Power supplies to be housed inside cabinet.

epUSH THRU: %" Thk. routed acrylic. Overlay faces wi translucent white film.
BACKING MATERIAL: .125" Thk. Milk White acrylic #2447
PUSH THRU MOUNTING: Weld studs to alum. face (2nd surface) around
backer perimeter & secure to face wI nuts & silicone.

e

OTOP FRAME: DIF custom fabricated frame (frame depth T.B.D.).
FACES: .125" Thk. routed alum. wi paint finish. Weld/versilok faces to frame.
FRAME RETURNS: .090" Thk. alum. wI paint finish
SWITCH LOCATION: T.B.D.
SERVICE ACCESS: Frame returns to have access doors attach wI countersunk fasteners (paint heads black).
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47,480 SF

TOTAL

:c

PARKING
RAnD
EXEMPT

OF TOTAL AREA
12.8:>;
74.6:>;
12.6:1:

NUMBER Of PARKING STALLS

Drainage Basin

2.3.3.3

~I t!
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FIGURE 5
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Cascade where 60X glozing is required.

To provide 48':; glazin9 on lhe first floor along Cimarron ond

To provide 96' reor setback along Coscode Avenue (not
including drive-through) where 10' maximum is allowed.

To provide 187' side setback olong Cimorron where 10'
maximum is allowed.

;~~~tnm--

SICH Intm
TO POST

WARRANT ,2: 2.4.7

WARRANT II:

WARRANTS

Subivision Nome
Size of Parcel
Tax Schedule No.
Address

Proposed Land Use

neZ-CEN
THE IMAGINE DOWNTOWN MASTER PLAN
N/A
MONUMENT CREEK
BANK/OffiCE
ADDITION NO. 1 TO THE Clrt Of C.S.
1.09 Acres
64183-20-022, 64183-20-002 & 64183-20-005
15 W CIMARRON STREET

SITE DEVELOPMENT DATA

Proposed Building Height:
45' (42'-8" ACTUAL)
Proposed Building Construction Type: IIA
Number of Stories:
3
Proposed Building Use:
1ST FLOOR: BANK/OrnCE
2ND & .lRD fLOORS: OffiCE
Seelar.
CENTRAL
frontage:
STOREfRONT

Existing Zone
Mosler Plan
Concept Pion

EXEMPT

ZONE: I'BZ-CEN
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onyimproomnentscnre(\lired.

The: inspeclOl con be reoched at 385-5977.

meelin<JconbesetupwilhCityEngineering~tortadetetminewhol.if

All curb. gutter, pedesrian rumps and sidewalk posing a SClfety hazard or
exhibilirlgelcessivedeleriaruUonolongC'morronSlreelandCascadeAvenue
adjacent to the site will need ta be removed ond replaced. An on-site
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em

EXISTING SLOC

dal.3/17/1997.

This property is located within a SOO-yeor floodplain (lONE-X,
cse:stobrishedbyFEtofAperFlRUponel08041C0729F'.effeclive

FLOODPLAIN STATEMENT:

ZONE: FBZ-CEN

ALLEY

07CROSSPAH

OF ta.D. SPRN:S

~~~.~:~
~P''''''''''/5'FW.'''''_T

STD

CIMARRON STREET
(100' ROW)

20

l

t

Signoqe is not approved with this pion. Aseparcte sign permit is
required. Cootoct Development Review Enterprise at 2880 International
Orde rorSign Pion Applicolions.

SIGNAGE PERMIT:

--~-=--~..,-

WllmTCIlYSTNCWtDS

REPlACE DISllHCDlW[WAT

PROI'OSIIlCURllTO

S eoleinfeet
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," =

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - __ J

PARKING SPACES REOUIRED
EXEMPT

56 regular spoces ond 3 handieop spaces

BUILlllNG AREA
j8;1275.F.

BUILDING INFORMATION:

@

PARKING SPACES PROVIDED:

TOTAL REO'D

USE
BANK/ornCE

PARKING SPACES REOUIRED

PARKING SUMMARY:

COVERAGE
6,085 Sf
35,395 Sf
6.000 SF

Building
Sidewalks/Parking/Patios
Landscaping

COVERAGE SUMMARY:

DEt.lOUSH THE EXISTING BUILDING AND CONSTRUCT A NEW 18,727 S.f. BUILlllNG WITH
NEW DRIVEWAY ACCESS nROM CIMARRON STREET AND ACCESS Of Of ALLEY nRoM
CASCADE AVENUE.

DEVELOPMENT PROJECT:

LOT I, AN8 CIMARRON nUNG NO. 1

PROPOSED LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

LOTS 1 THROUCH 5 INCLUSIVE, BLOCK 264, AOOITION NO. 1 TO THE CITY Of COLORADO SPRINGS,
ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOf RECORDED AT PLAT BOOK A AT PACE 7 OF THE RECORDS OF EL
PASO COUNrt, COLORADO.

EXISTING LEGAL DESCRIPTION:

®

~

The construction is proposed to begin November,
2013 with on anticipated completion in June. 201 •.

SCHEDULE FOR DEVELOPMENT:

3. THlS_PlNI IS FOR ll£'/El.OPIAENT PlNI ONLY
NOTFORCDNTRUCTlON

I

C-1112M2

r-

I

ANB BANK
3033 EAST fiRST AVENUE, SUITE 300
DENVER, COLORADO 80206

OWNER

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
EXISTING SITE PLAN
PRELIMINARY GRADING PLAN
PRELIMINARY UTILITY PLAN
PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE PLAN
PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE NOTES
BUILDING ELEVATIONS
BUILDING ELEVATIONS
ELECTRICAL SITE PLAN

PLAN INDEX

Vicinity: Map"

I;:

~

FORBURIEDUTIUTYINFORt.tATIDN

S20-0J0D

ANB BANK

WATER OIERC£NC1ES

.~ El£~~A~: ~~f~jNE5

SHEET 1

or

11/5/1l

,':;57;3

I:::~:

1.l3;.021

ANB BANK - CIMARRON
FORM BASED ZONE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

=MIIJl . -.-

l10211Ja21cdJI'fG
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fU:

9

~L~R~ _~~OO!:2;~~9g~G

3033 EAST FIRST AVENUE, SUITE 300
DENVER, CO 80206
(480) 269·9538

Prepared For:
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ROCKWELL CONSULTING, INC
1955 N. UNION BLVD, SUITE 200
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80909
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FRAME & BASE CAPS: Cuslom fab. alum. Irame wi paint finishes.

BASE: Custom fab. 1 J;\" alum. angle frama cover wi backer board & faux brick
veneer to match masonry on site (v/y.).

PRIMARY ELECTRICAL: Voltage & total sign amps T.B.O.
POWER OUT: %" PVC electrical sweep out bottom of cab. wi elbow 1'-6" below
grade point toward electrical supply (by others). Leave 8'-0" pigtail
wire Inside cab. for sign hook up.
POWER LOCATION: Power to be provided at site by others (location T.B.O.)

REVEALS: Custom fabricated 2" tall alum. frames (v/y.) wi paint finish

TOP FRAME ILLUM.: White LED grid mount 10 clear polvcarb. Inlernal tighl bame
Power supplies 10 be housed Insiae cabinet.

PUSH THRU: %" Thk. routed acrylic. Overlay faces wi translucent white film.
BACKING MATERIAL: .125" Thk. Milk White acrylic #2447
PUSH THRU MOUNTtNG: Weld studs to alum. face (2nd sur/ace) around
backer perimeter & secure to face wi nuls & silicone.

LOGO: Routed clear acrylic prismatic logo wi paint finish
LOGO MOUNTING: Weld studs to alum. face (2nd surfacel around mounting nange
perimeter & secure to face wi nuts & 5 Hcone.

wi white

@paintMAP. to match Copper
Melallic film (satin)

@Overlay push thru faces
film #3630-20

@paint MAP. Black (gloss)

COLORS & FINISHES:

@paint to match existing bldg. window
accents (final colorT.B.O.)

@palntlranslucentto malch Copper
Metallic film

MOUNTING PIPE: Std. steel pipe (dia. T.B.O.) to pass thru base & cab. Pipe to be
sel in concrete caisson (caisson dimensions T.B.O.).

.TENANT FRAME: OIF custom fabricated frame (depth to match top frame).
FACES: .150" Thk. white polycarb. wi film tenant graphics (graphics by others)
RETAINERS: 2 %" wide nat alum. retainers wi black paint finish.
FRAME RETURNS: .090" Thk. alum. wI black paint finish
SERVICE ACCESS: Remove end relainers & slide face.

G

e

8

e
e

GTOP FRAME: DIF custom fabricaled frame (frame depth T.B.O.).
FACES: .125" Thk. routed alum. wI paint finish. Weldlversilok faces to frame.
FRAME RETURNS: .090" Thk. alum. wi black paint finish
SWITCH LOCATION: T.B.O.
SERVICE ACCESS: Frame returns to have access doors attach wi countersunk fasteners (paInt heads black).

FABRICATE & INSTALL (1) REQUIRED

1

•

=

ELEVATION
SCALE: W' 1'·0"

ruoc
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Dale

No.4
Sheet No. 5.2
Rev.

"':OJ

Date: 05-06·1<4

Design Number:
0·13·175
Revision Dascrlpl!oo:

Production Mgr Approval

Cascade & Cimarron
Colorado Springs. CO

~'- Bank

~' ANB

Sign lYpe F
Option 3
Monument

07·31·13

Conceptual Design
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Development Review Enterprise

CITY OF COLORADO SPRINGS

June 12, 2014
Surge Electric Signs
322 Buttonwood CT
Monument, CO
80132
RE: Sign permit application
ANB Bank
15 W. Cimarron
Colorado Springs CO.
Dear Sergio Barrella,
This letter is in response to your permit application submittal for the ANB Bank monument sign located at
15 W. Cimarron. Given the fact that two (2) applications have been submitted for the same sign with
different size and submittal requests (one (1) for the Downtown Review Board as a sign warrant with an
EMC, and one (1) for the sign permit review) I am pending the approval of the sign permit upon the
nd
decision of the Downtown Review Board hearing on July 2 • A resolution on that action will need to be
made prior to a formal approval on the sign permit submittal.
Feel free to contact myself or Ryan Tefertiller - Planning Manger for any additional questions.
Thank you.

Kurt Schmitt
SIGN SPECIALIST / SIGN ENFORCEMENT
City of Colorado Springs Development Review Enterprise
2880 International Circle Ste 200 Colorado Springs, CO 80910
Tele 719-385-5072 Fax 719-385-5055
kschmitt@springsgov.com
cc:Peter Wysocki - Planning Director
Ryan Tefertiller - Planning Manger - 719-385-5382
Judy Zezula - Senior Vice President of Marketing ANB Bank
Alison Dickson - Altitude Signs

2880 International Circle, Suite 200-7 • Colorado Springs, Colorado 80910-3148
• TEL 719-385-5072 • FAX 719-385-5055
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7.4.409

3. Electronic Message Centers (EMC) :
a. Shall only be allowed as part of a freestanding sign.
b. Are prohibited for residential uses, but may
be allowed as part of a mixed use CSP.
c. Shall be limited to static messages only,
changed only through dissolve or fade transitions which otherwise shall not have movement
or the appearance or optical illusion of movement, on any part of the sign structure, design,
or pictorial part of the sign, including the movement of any illumination or the flashing, scintillating or varying of light intensity. The transition
duration between messages shall not exceed
one second.
d. Commercial messages displayed shall only
direct attention to a business, product, service,
activity or entertainment that is conducted, sold
or offered on the premises on which the sign is
located.
e. Shall have automatic dimmer software or
solar sensors to control brightness for nighttime
viewing. The intensity of the light source shall
not produce glare, the effect of which constitutes
a traffic hazard. Lighting shall not exceed five
hundred (500) nits or 0.3 foot-candle between
dusk to dawn as measured from the face of the
sign.

)

f. Documentation shall be required from the
sign manufacturer which verifies compliance
with auto dimming and brightness requirements.
g. Temporary sign age shall be prohibited on
any property that has an approved EMC (see
subsection E of this section).
h. Any property that wishes to add an EMC
component to an existing freestanding sign must
comply with current sign code standards before
the EMC is approved .
C.

Minor Sign Types: The following chart provides
criteria for minor sign age permitted provided that
it meets the requirements of this section of the
Code and all other applicable City regulations
are met. See subsection D of this section for
additional information related to minor signs.

June 2012
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